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Abstract
Donna Kiel, Education is Key – Civics; ECE-A-L-2020-044
Biographical Information Overview of Interview: Donna Kiel was born in Chicago,
Illinois in October 1959. She graduated from Lourdes Catholic High School in 1977, and then
attended the University of Illinois-Chicago, graduating in 1981 with a BA in psychology. Donna
earned a MA in counseling from Concordia Chicago in 1992 and an EdD from Northcentral
University in 2013. Her work experiences included teaching, counseling, and serving as an
assistant principal at Queen of Peace High School in Burbank, Illinois), before becoming
principal as well as coaching and director of curriculum at St. Joseph High School in
Westchester, Illinois, and later principal at South Beloit High School. In 2013, Donna joined the
faculty at DePaul University as the Director of the Office of Innovative Professional Learning.
While at DePaul, one of her innovative projects includes Citizen U, operated by the Barat
Educational Foundation. Dr. Kiel teaches curriculum and instruction, secondary education,
assessment, data driven decision making and middle grades literacy.
Dr. Kiel reviews Citizen U and its use of primary sources from the Library of Congress. She
also discusses the use of Civics Micro Credentials offered through professional development.
Other Library of Congress programs are discussed, including CARES (creating authentic
responses and engaged learning in a remote situation) and RISE (reflection, inquiry, selfawareness, and empathy). She goes through Citizen U sample lessons and the specific skills
being taught to facilitate civics education. Some examples include bullying lessons, equity
discussion, service projects and citizen literacy. The work of the Office of Innovative
Professional Learning at DePaul was also reviewed. In addition, Dr. Kiel talks about the impact
of going to remote learning after March 2020 due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Subject Headings/Key Words: Citizen U curriculum; Citizen U and the Library of
Congress; RISE (reflection, inquiry, self-awareness, and empathy); CARES (creating authentic
responses and engaged learning in a remote situation); impact of COVID-19 pandemic; remote
learning due to pandemic of 2020; Office of Innovative Professional Learning, DePaul
University; teaching media literacy; teaching controversial topics
Notes to the Reader: Readers of the oral history memoir should bear in mind that this is a
transcript of the spoken word, and that the interviewer, interviewee and editor sought to preserve
the informal, conversational style that is inherent in such historical sources. The Abraham
Lincoln Presidential Library is not responsible for the factual accuracy of the memoir, nor for the
views expressed therein. We leave these for the reader to judge.
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EXCERPTS

Donna Kiel

19-lesson bullying
36-what is Civics Micro Credentialing
19-what is Citizen U & examples at #29
42-webinars through the Library of Congress including RISE
8-impact of the Court House at Carlinville toward Civics Education
45-example of using the Little Rock 9 in a lesson

